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NEW QUESTION: 1
You manage the Git repository for a large enterprise application.
During the development of the application, you use a file named Config.json.
You need to prevent Config.json from being committed to the source control whenever changes
to the application are committed.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Step 1: Delete and recreate the repository.
Step 2: Add Config.json to the .gitignore file
Each line in the .gitignore excludes a file or set of files that match a pattern.
Example:
# ignore a single file
Config.json
Step 3: Run the git add .gitignore command
At the initial commit we want basically move from Untracked to Staged, for staging we have to
indicate which file we want to move or specify a pattern, as example:
Reference:
http://hermit.no/how-to-find-the-best-gitignore-for-visual-studio-and-azure-devops/
https://geohernandez.net/how-to-add-an-existing-repository-into-azure-devops-repo-with-git/

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is a high-level representation of the features or themes that are to be delivered in each
release?
A. Product roadmap
B. Product Backlog
C. Release plan
D. Iteration plan
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Mit welchem der folgenden Befehle wird die Ausgabe des Befehls date in die Shell-Variable
mydate geschrieben?
A. mydate = "$ (Datum)"
B. mydate = "Ausführungsdatum"
C. mydate = "$ {date}"
D. mydate = "date"
E. mydate = "$ ((Datum))"
Answer: A
Explanation:
Erläuterung
Abschnitt: Shells, Scripting und Datenverwaltung

NEW QUESTION: 4
A facility would like to verify each individual's identity prior to allowing access to the
datacenter.
Additionally,the facility would like to ensure that users do not tailgate behind other users.
Which of the following would BEST meet these goals?
A. Implement a security guard at the facility entrance and a keypad on the datacenter entrance
B. Implement a biometric reader at the facility entrance and a proximity card at the datacenter
entrance
C. Implement a CCTV camera and a proximity reader on the datacenter entrance
D. Implement a biometric reader at the datacenter entrance and require passage through a
mantrap
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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